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• Vice President Course – Peter Shaw Retiring 
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• “The Other Caddy” 

A note from the President…David Schomburgk 

October and early November have been focussed on completing our end of financial year 
reporting requirements that are necessary to comply with our legislative requirements and for 
distribution to members prior to our AGM on 29th November. I am pleased to report that the final 
audit has been completed and that we are able to report an overall operating surplus of 
$507,183 for 2020/2021 financial year.  This certainly builds on our efforts of the last 2 years 
and places the club in a sound financial position to begin work on some of the essential 
infrastructure upgrades that are needed around the course and clubhouse, not the least of which 
is the Irrigation System upgrade. With an increase in the number of members using the course 
and facilities it is imperative that we take appropriate steps to ensure our course and clubhouse 
are well maintained. 
 
The month was also filled with the usual attendance at a variety of meetings and functions with a 
highlight being the Sponsors appreciation dinner.  This was a very successful event with the 
chance to personally meet several sponsors and thank them for their generous support of our 
club.  I am also pleased to report that on the night our major sponsor, Bill Threadgold, offered 
to provide an additional $5,000 specifically for our Junior Golf program – a generous 
offer gratefully accepted. 
 
Along with our General Manager, Manager of Hospitality and Manager of Golf Operations I also 
attended a Golf Australia forum at Tea Tree Gully Golf Club. The event was sponsored by Coca 
Cola and was focussed on marketing initiatives for Golf Clubs with the primary goal of Recruiting 
and Retaining members. 

Main Club Sponsor… 

 
 

 
 



A note from the President…(continued) 
 
During the day I had the opportunity to meet with staff from Glenelg, Tea Tree Gully and Willunga 
Golf Clubs and discuss items of common interest.  It appears that we are facing many similar 
issues to those of TTG Golf Club with both of us closing off some categories of new membership 
throughout the year and both facing a balancing act to ensure all members can access the course 
on days appropriate to their class of membership.  As a result we have agreed that senior staff 
from both clubs will meet to further explore solutions to these common problems. 
 
During the month I received a lot of personal approaches from members asking about a range 
of matters and I trust that I was able to answer them satisfactorily.  The questions included but 
were not limited to such matters as: 

• Are we re-opening 7-day membership? 

• How many members did we lose this year? 

• How did we finish financially? 

• When are they going to finish the work on the 10th hole? 

• When do you think we will start the irrigation project? 

• Why is the levy a percentage and not a fixed flat fee for all members? 

There were also a number of positive comments on the general direction the club is heading, the 
fact that annual fee increases were minimal and surprise that the cost of hiring carts had been so 
low for so long.  All of this indicates that there is a healthy amount of interest from members in 
the overall activities of the club and that can only be a good thing in my opinion and something 
that should be encouraged. 
 
This year will be first where a much broader range of members are able to attend the AGM and 
have the opportunity to vote and I am very much looking forward to seeing as many members as 
possible in attendance.  AGMs do have a history of being somewhat tedious events but this year 
should be an exception as I expect that we will be able to provide members with an update 
on the Irrigation Project and provide an insight into our next 5 year strategic plan.  The 
development of our new strategic plan has been an important step in ensuring the club has a clear 
vision of where we want to be heading over the next few years and what things we need to do to 
get there. 
 
Good golfing to all and hope to see you at the AGM. 
 

            

 
 
“LUNCH” 
 
 
Alan Fulton provided this photo of a proud 
looking kookaburra. 
 
 
 
 

 
    
 



 
Board Meeting Notes…25th October 
 

• The fundraising Calendars put together by the Women’s Committee are now available for 
$15. 

• Senior Board and Management will be meeting with Tea Tree Gully Golf Club with a view to 
sharing information regarding dealing with increased memberships and participation 

• Saturday filed sizes are continuing to be monitored and will be reported to the Board 
regularly 

• Works to 10th hole and insurance claim works nearing completion 
• Newly purchased electric greens roller has been delivered 
• A grate will be put in place over the opening to the pipe at the rear of the 18th green for the 

safety of children 
• A noise complaint regarding the pump at Ernest Crescent has been investigated and found 

to be not the pump causing the noise 
• Millennials vs Baby Boomers Golf Day postponed due to issues beyond the club’s control 
• A drop zone to the left of 14th to be established 
• Course ratings to be investigated with Golf Australia following enquiries from members  

 
 
 

A WORD FROM THE GIRLS…from Lyn Cummings (Chair of Women’s Golf)  

The Marthax Shield was played between ourselves and Thaxted Park on our home course. The 
Vines came out winners on this occasion. 
 
The final Golf SA Event, the Laurel Wreath final was played and won by Jenny Nobbs over 
Kathryn Hender. Congratulations Jenny. 
 
Give Golf a Go clinics commenced Thursday 4th November with 10 ladies taking part. They have 
3 more clinics before they will be taken onto the golf course, so if you see any unfamiliar ladies 
around the clubhouse/course say hello. 
 
The Ladies Ham and Turkey Day will be held on Tuesday 30th November with Ambrose the 
competition of the day. So, to our lady members, arrange your four and you could win your Xmas 
ham. 
 
The Vines Calendar 2022 is now available. They can be purchased at a cost of $15.00 from the 
office. All money raised goes back to the club. To our male members, they will be on hand on the 
17th November at the Sponsor’s day presentations. 
 
Our Christmas Party Day will be held on Tuesday 7th December, commencing with breakfast at 
8.30am, 9 holes of golf shotgun start 9.30am, followed by lunch. 
The dress-up theme this year is ‘Opposites Attracts’. 
Cost is $30 all-inclusive or $25 lunch only. Pay at office before 30th November. 

 
Joan Coles had an eagle today (9th) on the 16th hole but unfortunately being a Par event it was 
just a simple plus. Well played Joan. 

 
 

 
 
 
 



From the Manager’s Desk……Peter Kennedy 

 

Manager’s Grump 
With the improvements to the course conditions due to the hard work of our Course 
Superintendent Rob, his crew and our club volunteers, it is almost heart breaking to see the 
disrespectful treatment by some members and guests as they play. Things such as: 

• parking buggies and carts on tee blocks or walking buggies along tee blocks after a tee 
shot  

• not repairing divots on fairways and pitch marks on greens  
• not raking bunkers or walking up the faces of bunkers  
• not placing bunker rakes in the new cradles provided  
• not returning sand buckets to the bucket holders or leaving them in the car park  
• emptying buckets of sand into garden beds for some unknown reason  
• not correctly binning rubbish, banana skins, orange peels, bottles and cans  
• leaving broken tees where the mowers will hit them rather than putting them in a bin  
• walking through garden beds or through protective ropes and hoops 

Not doing these seems like common sense has gone out the window, but is more likely it is just 
laziness. It makes the observer wonder what conditions these people must live in if they treat the 
club and course like this. 

PLEASE look after your golf course and club, your membership fees pay for the time for all these 
things to be fixed, and the more that has to be fixed, the less time can be devoted to make your 
club a better course and club to be a part of. 

Member’s Insurance 
Just an update to members who may be unaware of the insurance policy they have through their 
membership payment, of which a portion goes to Golf Australia for affiliation and this insurance. 
This is known as the Players Personal Liability Insurance and the details of this GA insurance are 
included in the Golf Australia website https://www.golf.org.au/financial-insurance/  
 
In basic terms, each player has insurance cover for the damage they do, provided they have not 
acted negligently or wilfully, and satisfy the very reasonable terms and conditions of the policy. 
For example, if you ball hits a car and causes a dent, you are covered for doing the damage, not 
the other way around. There was an instance where a member of a nearby club had their car 
struck, and as it was their playing partner who caused it (actually happened, I kid you not) the 
player who struck the ball filled out the paperwork, and the damage was paid for.  
 

Promotional Photographs 
From time to time the club will undertake promotions and publicity and use photographs of the 
club with members in them. 
 
If any member would specifically not like to be in the images please let the office know and we 
will do our best to help.  
 

Sun Protection 
With the warmer weather starting everyone is reminded to wear a hat and apply sunscreen, and 
drink plenty of water. In past years we have had the need to call ambulances for members who 
have underestimated how warm it was, especially during the changeover between the cool 
weather and warmer times, and we don’t want to have to do that. Remember, when you are 
feeling thirsty, you are already dehydrated, and at risk. Just keep drinking as you go please. 



Practice Range  
Could all members using the range be mindful of other members using the 4th fairway. In recent 
weeks there have been multiple instances where players on the 4th have had near misses by range 
balls. No range players are to deliberately aim for the 4th fairway, but if a ball unintentionally ends 
up in that direction please yell “fore” as quickly as possible to alert any players. Being struck with 
a ball is not pleasant, as this writer can attest to, and a serious impact can be life threatening. 
 

Club Advantage Access 
Members need to be aware that with golf in a growth phase at the moment, the clubs in the Club 
Advantage group are very busy with space for their own members. If anyone is planning to access 
one of the group please contact the club as far beforehand as possible to ensure that they have a 
place for you, otherwise you may be disappointed 
 
 

Election for Committee 2021/22 
Chair of Golf Operations 

 
Garry Merrick 
Richie Bower 

 
The ballot will take place in the Clubhouse on the days and times as follows: 

• Saturday 20 November 10.30am to 1.00pm  

• Sunday 21 November 10.30am to 1pm  

• Tuesday 23 November 10.30am to 1pm  

• Wednesday 24 November 9.30am to 11am 

 
Any member eligible to vote but unable to vote on the days allocated, may apply to The Returning 
Officer (through the Manager) for an Absentee vote, which may be lodged until Close of Business 
(5pm) on Saturday 27 November 2021, (through the Manager). 
 
 
 

NEW APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP  

 

 
If you see or meet any of our new members then please 
introduce yourself and make them feel welcome. 
   

 

 
Russell Bennett 
Tracey Bennett 
Nic Bierl  
Mervyn Bilske 
Wayne Bulley 
Bernard Chia 
Paul Coyle 
Ben De Groen 
Aidan Fitzgerald 
 

Alan Harrup 
Edward Hughes 
Andrew Joy 
Justin Knight 
Ron Lewis 
Luke Markham 
Gary A Martin 
Athan Nikas 
Mya Prakash 
 

Alan Saldanha 
Stuart Shaw 
Neil Slipper 
Annette Sutton 
Jeffrey Todd 
Adrian Willoughby  
Neil Willoughby 
Jillian Willoughby 
Jared Wood 
 

 
 

                      
   



From the Captain…………………….Mick Gibbie 

  

 
Back to Back for the Vines Boys 
 
 
A couple of weeks back I had the pleasure of attending 
the SA Golf awards night at the Convention Centre. It 
was great to be there to see Charlie Nobbs 
presented with the Junior Vardon Trophy for 
2021.  Even better was the fact that it was back to 
back for our club given Jordan Percey won this last 
year. 
 

 
Club Championships 
Congratulations to all members who played in our championships.  It was a great event and well 
done to our winners for 2021. 

Club Champion Charlie Nobbs 

B Grade Champion Dylan Ellis 

C Grade Champion Sam Longhurst 

A Grade Plate ( 7-12 Hcp ) Louis Pretty 

John Ward Trophy                 
Nett Club Champion 

Peter Ballans 

Junior Champion Charlie Nobbs 

Barry Phillips Trophy           
Senior Champion 

Mark Potter 

Geoff Downey Trophy         
Super Senior Champion 

Nigel Coles 

 
Special mention to Brian Dey and Trent McDonnell who led their respective grades all the way, 
only to be pipped at the last hurdle.  They did themselves proud. 

            
             Charlie Nobbs                                 Dylan Ellis                     Sam Longhurst    
 
 



            
            Nigel Coles                            Mark Potter                              Louis Pretty 
 
Captain’s Trophy 
This trophy is a serial event over 4 nett Monthly Medal rounds and our winner this year is Darcy 
Warman with an excellent score of 289.  A great result for Darcy given it is relatively early in his 
golf career.  Michael Bruggeman was a close second on 291. 
Monthly Medal Winners  
Kieran Millard shot 66 nett to win this month’s medal on a hot day for scoring with 21 players 
scoring in the sixties!  Kieran has now qualified for the Gold Medal event which will be played early 
next year between all the medal winners. 
Paul Nelson also had 66 in winning the Mid Week Medal for November. 
Rules to Remember 

• Pitch Mark off the green. 
You are unable to repair a pitch mark off the green or replace a divot in front of your ball 
on the line of play. (Rule 8.1a) 
NB: Charlie Nobbs faced this exact situation on the 72nd hole in our club champs and knew 
the rule and chipped over the pitch mark.  If he didn’t know the rule it may have cost him 
the title! 

• Alterative to stroke and distance for a lost ball. 
Clubs are allowed to introduce this as a local rule.  We have not done so and have no plans 
to do so.  Therefore if you lose a ball or go out of bounds you must proceed under the 
penalty of stroke and distance. 

• Last week a player turned up late for his round and joined his group on the 2nd tee and 
when he finished the 18th hole proceeded to “finish” his round by playing the 1st hole.  He 
was disqualified by missing his tee time (rule 5.3a) and not playing the course in order set 
by the committee (rule 5.1) 

Senior Pennant 
Our team has finished the season in 5th position in a very tough competition and only missed the 
semi-finals because of a very unlikely result in the last round from another team.  Well done to all 
players who represented our club this year.  Special mention to our number 1, Mark Potter, who 
won 4 out his 5 matches.  His only loss was to Nick Wake (2021 SA Senior Champion) of Blackwood 
@ Blackwood by 1 hole. 
Upcoming events 

• Mixed Foursomes Championship 21 and 28 November. 

All the best 
 
 
   
 



      CAPTAIN’S UPDATE 
Australian Junior Amateur Championship 
In a major coup for our club we have been selected to host this event in 2022.  This is great 
recognition for our club and will allow us to showcase The Vines to the greater golfing community 
both here and all around the country.  We should all be very proud of this and I look forward to 
the whole club coming together and running a great event. 

• Date: Monday 4 April to Friday 8 April 2022. 

• There will be no access, for members, to the course during this time. 

• To mitigate this, arrangements will be made with clubs close to us, giving our members 

access to their courses.  And most importantly we have 5 other Club Advantage clubs 

that guarantee our members 3 Free games of golf at each course every year. 

• There will of course be some disruption to our membership in general during this time 

but the commercial opportunities and ongoing benefits to our club far out way and 

inconveniences. 

• The club will require many volunteers to successfully run this event so keep your diaries 

open for those dates. 

• We will keep everyone updated as the event draws closer. 

Group booking restrictions 
Some members have expressed concern about groups booking of our course especially on 
Sundays and Mondays.   

• We restrict these bookings to 2 groups only on any one day and no more than 2 days 

per month (for each of the Sundays and Mondays in that month) 

• Member’s access to the course is always our first priority but these groups do provide 

the club with good income which helps keep our membership fees down. 

• It is a balancing act and hopefully the restrictions placed on these groups are sufficient. 

• The club will continue to monitor this issue. 

Range Safety 
There have been a number of reports of people hitting balls into the trees or onto the 4th 
fairway and not calling “FORE”. 
There have been a number of close calls! 
Safety must always be our number one concern. 

• Please adhere to all range rules. 

• If members are looking for a ball on the practice fairway OR if they are in the trees at 

the end of the practice area Don’t hit balls until they have left the area. 

• If you do hit an errant ball Always call “Fore” as a warning. 

• If you see any person, member or visitor, not adhering to the range rules report this 

immediately to the Golf Shop.  They will take action straight away. 

 

 

 

Make sure you cancel your golf booking as soon 
as possible after becoming aware that you are not able to play 

on the day or at the time of an existing booking.  
 
 

 
 

 
     

 
 
 



  RULE of the month…explanation                             

…from John Ward 

WRONG GREEN 
 

We have all hit a ball that has come to rest on the wrong green out on the course. However, apart 
from the 18 holes in play in a competition there are another three areas (greens) on the course 
that we are not allowed to play from. 
These are;- 

1. The practice green on the “short play” (Chipping) practice area. 

2. The green we use for our spare hole, commonly known as the sixteen and a half hole adjacent to 

the 17th fairway. 

3. The practice putting green. 

All of the above three areas are considered to be the “WRONG GREEN”. 
 
Rule 13.1f Relief Must Be Taken from Wrong Green. 
 (Refer to page 71 of the Rule Book for a diagram) 
 
Interference under this rule exists when your ball is on a wrong green or a wrong green physically 
interferes with your area of intended stance or area of intended swing. 
When there is interference by a wrong green, you MUST NOT play the ball as it lies, instead, you 
MUST take FREE relief by dropping the original ball or another ball in the relief area as shown in           
Diagram 13.1f. 
 
There is no relief under this rule if interference exists only because you choose a club, type of 
stance or swing or swing or direction of play that is clearly unreasonable under the circumstances. 
Make sure you do not play from the wrong place, because if you do there is a penalty under Rule 
14.6 of two strokes (General Penalty). 
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COURSE SUB COMMITTEE…from Peter Shaw (Chair…Course) 
 

 
  

The 10th hole tank repairs. After a process that 
has taken 13 months, the tank repairs have finally 
been completed. The new pump has now been 
installed by Pump Technology Services (see picture 
of the pump inside the new tank – the long tube). 
The new power board has also installed and 
certainly looks a lot better than the one it replaced. 
All associated pipe work has been installed and 
connected and only needs new the pump to be 
tested.   
We now will have the capacity to match the flow of 
water from Ernest Crescent pump when pumping to 

the top dam from the 10th hole tank. The flow rate expected is 45 litres a second and this will give 
us power saving at both sites as the pumps will run for a shorter time to fill our dams. Earthworks 
will now be undertaken to cover the tank and pipework and reform the existing drain. Landscaping 
of the remainder of the hole will take place over the next few months vastly improving the view as 
you enter the club. 
 
Our new electric roller has finally arrived and is in use. We have been advised by the importer 
that the petrol roller in awaiting shipment and is expected to arrive in about 8 weeks. Let’s hope 
that we will be able commence rolling 3 days a week at some time in January 2022. 
 
Happy Valley Reservoir Catch Drain. Rob Millington met with the staff from SA Water to 
discuss any alterations required to improve safety around our pumping infrastructure at the catch 
drain.  The Reservoir area is opening to the public on December 12th. We will need to make some 
minor modifications to the grates on top of the sump to prevent unwanted access. This work will 
be reasonably minor and should be able to be done by our staff. 
 
Noise Complaint. We were recently contacted by Onkaparinga Council staff about a noise 
complaint from one of the residents near the Ernest Crescent pump. We met on-site and the pump 
was switched on and off and the Council Representative was comfortable with the noise level. The 
resident insisted there was a problem and that the matter needed further investigation. The 
Council Representative received a phone call from the ‘sheepish’ resident apologising after his son 
had pointed out that the noise was from Bull Frogs. 
 
A ‘Drop Stake’ has been placed in the 14th surround to deal with the balls rolling down from 
5th green onto 14th green. If your ball does roll to the 14th green or surround you must move your 
ball to the drop post. 
 
The 18th Hole Dam does have a leak and some GUR pegs have been placed around the wet 
spots on 18th hole. As we move the water in this dam to the top dam over the summer months the 
water level will drop and the problem will disappear. 
 

The Course Sub-Committee is looking for your feedback on any issue any time that relates 
to the Course. Have a question, a suggestion or criticism, please write to 
feedback@vinesgolfclub.com.au. Any correspondence will be treated confidentially. 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:feedback@vinesgolfclub.com.au


Vice President Course – Peter Shaw Retiring 

 
Peter Shaw will finish up in his position at the AGM and will chair his last Course Committee 
meeting on Thursday 11th November, 2021. 
Peter has held the position for over five years and during that time has advocated on the Board 
for a wide and extensive range of issues that relate to the golf course and course operations. 
Some of the more significant ones include: 
 

• Dusting / spiking/ Air2G2 – In 2016 we changed our greens renovation procedures 

significantly. The twice yearly coring and sanding process made way for a new approach 

that included weekly dusting during the growing season, spiking of all greens every 3 

weeks and the regular use of the Air2G2 machine that injected air into the soil profile down 

to 300mm. The Club needed to invest in the right equipment to make these changes at a 

time when money was tight. 

• Changes to the rough mowing procedures – In 2016 we had a single rough mower that 

took one person most of the week to mow the rough. This job was very dusty for the 

operator and there was a great deal of bark and tree debris that would ultimately build up 

in the rough and golfers could easily lose balls. The solution was to purchase a second, 

much larger rough mower that dealt with all of the issues. The machine has a cab that 

protects the operator from dust, the time to mow the whole course was reduced 

significantly and the bark and tree debris could be pulverized by the special mulching decks 

on the mower. 

• Upgrading pumps and control systems – We have progressively been upgrading the storm 

water harvesting pumps and their control during Peter’s time in the Chair. The pumps at 

the Reservoir Catch Drain, Ernest Crescent and the irrigation pumps at the 6th hole have all 

now been upgraded to allow for remote access via modem, but importantly they can 

automatically talk to each other to keep power costs to a minimum. As I write the new tank 

and control system at the 10th hole will be tested this week and come online to enhance our 

ability to harvest storm water whenever it becomes available. 

• New irrigation system – We have been researching the possibility of replacing our current 

inefficient system for some time now. Peter has been heavily involved in that process. It is 

great to see the support at Board level and from the members in pursuing this aim. Peter 

will continue to have an impact as he continues to Chair the Irrigation System Upgrade 

Committee. 

On behalf of the members of the course maintenance staff I would like to thank Peter for the 
extensive time he has applied to the role of Course Chairman but also for always keeping the lines 
of communication open. 
 
On a personal note, I thank Peter for his guidance and friendship over the journey. 
 
Rob Millington, Golf Course Superintendent 
 
 

 



HOLE IN ONE…    
 
Congratulations to 
 

Tony Nobbs 
 
Another perfect shot on Saturday 6th November 2021 
 
Playing from the black tees on the 10th tee…his first shot of 
the day was a superb 8 iron for an ace. 
What a start to the round.  
 

 

         Photo provided by Paul Manns 

  
 

 

From Bernie…………………………………………  

 
 

 

 

Make sure you cancel your golf booking as soon as 
possible after becoming aware that you are not able to play on the 

day or at the time of an existing booking.  
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SPONSORS DAY…Wednesday 20th October, 2021 

 

        Thank You… 
 

      

         David Adlem        Rod Gorton      Reece Merritt 

 

SPONSORS DAY…Wednesday 3rd November, 2021 
 

 

Thank You… 
 

 

     Brett March                 Shane Curnow 
 
 

The next Odd Job will be held  
NEXT THURSDAY 18th November 

From 0900hrs. 
 “weather permitting”. 

To catch up with some tidying-up and minor repairs around the bridge area we will undertake 
cleaning out the drains around the 14th, 18th and 9th tees in addition to repairing the side battens 
and carpet on the bridge. All power tools (and appropriate screws) will be provided by the club for 
the bridge repairs but bring gloves for the clean out of the drains. 
It is anticipated that we will continue with tree trimming and the final clearance of trees and 
undergrowth on the 10th hole during the next few working bees.   
I look forward to you attending on the 18th November, next Thursday 
 

 
 



The Other Caddy 
You often hear players blaming their caddy for one thing or another, some caddies have been 
sacked after “causing” a missed shot. Occasionally the caddy is solely to blame for the player’s 
misfortune. 
In the late eighties my friend Keith informed me his company was going to sponsor me for two 
years. He told me I was wasting my talent playing only in Australia and he was determined to 
steer my golfing career in the right direction. The deal offered was $50,000 each year for two 
years and an additional $50,000 both years for expenses. A total of $200,000. He said we’d look at 
the results after the two years and re-evaluate. He had only two conditions, I couldn’t play in 
South Africa and his mate Harry had to caddy for me in Melbourne. The caddying part was a little 
difficult as I was staying with my great mate and regular caddy Pedro. The offer was way too 
good to refuse and Pedro, as usual was very understanding and supportive. I was elated, my 
career was set, or so I thought. 
I was playing in the Coca Cola Classic that week at Royal Melbourne, and so, Harry was my caddy. 
Harry McGain was actually a very good golfer. A member at Royal Melbourne and a former 
Victorian Amateur Champion and was more than helpful in plotting our way around the famous 
composite course. I played solidly and recorded 71 in each of the first two rounds which left me a 
handful of strokes from the lead with the weekend to play and earned me a fairly late tee time on 
Saturday with Graham Marsh as my playing partner. Everything was going according to the new 
plans. Famous last words! 
Saturday morning and I’m on the practice tee amongst the elite of Australian golf. Part way 
through the warm up Harry decides to go for a walk and when it came time to head for the 
putting green and then the first tee, Harry is nowhere to be seen. Pedro very kindly carried my 
bag to the putting green and whilst I was putting my identification mark on my golf balls he asked 
me where my putter was. I replied very funny Pedro. His response was that it wasn’t all that funny 
as there was no putter in my bag. I was in a state of shock when Harry arrived. I told him the 
problem and asked him to go ask anybody he could think of to help locate this essential item. Off 
he went. That was the last I ever saw of Harry. I needed a putter and Bruce Green – Royal 
Melbourne head pro. – kindly loaned me a Ping Anser for the weekend. So off I went to the first 
tee and asked Pedro to carry the bag until Harry returned. Of course he was happy to do that. 
After two holes it was pretty obvious that harry was not returning so Pedro donned the caddy 
outfit and we carried on. It wasn’t a bad day, 73 is never a bad score at the Royal but five 
dropped shots in three holes mid round spoiled what could have been a great round. Sunday 
came, still no word of Harry, and I scored another 71. A top ten finish. So it appeared the plan 
was still on track. It was, until I spoke to Keith about signing the contract. He abruptly told me the 
deal was off after the way I had spoken to Harry about the missing putter. I tried to tell Keith that 
I had merely asked Harry to try to find the putter and that was all. Keith told me Harry said I had 
abused him and blamed him for the missing putter and that was the end of the matter. Keith 
wouldn’t accept my word that I had not abused or blamed Harry, and so, I lost my $200,000 
sponsorship. 
At Christmas that year I phoned Keith to wish him the best for the season, he was after all still a 
friend. Keith was very happy I phoned because my mates in Melbourne –probably led by Pedro- 
had been at Harry since that fateful day in November to come clean about the incident. Which he 
did and finally Keith understood that I had not been at fault or indeed abused Harry. Keith was 
most apologetic and assured me that on my next visit to Melbourne we would sign the contract. 
That was going to be in February for the Australian Masters. Naturally I had a great Christmas. My 
career was taking off again. Sadly, not to be. I arrived in Melbourne in February for the Masters 
and went to the Red Bluff Hotel to meet all my mates, Keith included. The mood was sombre, for 
you see, they had just been to Keith’s funeral. He had died suddenly over the weekend. 
Oh, and the missing putter. My playing partner for the first two rounds was Anthony Painter. 
“Paints” had a white golf bag as did I. Harry had accidently put my putter in the wrong white golf 
bag. Anthony had missed the cut and was on his way home when the drama unfolded. 
So there you have it. I lost a $200,000 sponsorship because of my caddy’s mistake. 
I often wonder what would have happened if Harry hadn’t made that simple error. My career path 
would surely have been different, who knows how it would have worked out. Today, I am very 



happy things happened as they did. I have three wonderful sons and the nicest person in the 
world to call my wife, not to mention a great golf club I now call home and the many friends that 
came with it. 
So, thanks Harry. You did me a great service. 
Garry Merrick 
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